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1. Shareholder Analysis  - a necessary requirement for 
problem solving and decision making success

Probably the best place to start in this situation is to define what a Stakeholder is?
They can be defined as any person, organization, social group, or society at large that
has an interest or stake in the business.

Surely then it must be in the interests of any business to ensure that Stakeholders are
consulted on a regular basis and when a business is going to adopt a new strategy or
depart from its existing role in the community.

Making decisions is never an easy undertaking and when we look at the amount of
failures linked to bad decisions, we start to understand why a good deal more thought
needs to be exercised in making decisions.

KEPNERandFOURIE® have been working with their decision-making process for the
last 25 years and have developed a structure that helps to eradicate critical errors.
This process has been christened “SolutionWise” and I thought I would give you a
brief insight into how it works and how we are able to accurately determine the most
appropriate solutions.

We determine these needs by asking specific questions, not just any questions but a
structured set of questions that will lead us to what our Stakeholders really want and
need. For the benefit of this exercise we are going to adopt an analytical approach
which means we are going to identify all the Key Stakeholders (See Graphic –
Stakeholders in the business) and then brainstorm each of the 4 listed requirements
against each individual Stakeholder.

Decision Making Statistics
• 50% of all decisions fail
• 59% of all employees find 

decision making #1 problem at 
work

• 51% of all decisions are not 
aligned with Organizational 
Strategy

• 33% of work time is spent on 
waiting for decisions

• More than 85% of decisions are 
done without stakeholder 
analysis
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This is quite an undertaking and requires a good amount of preparation, at the same

time ensuring you have the key stakeholders identified and willing to provide the

information. We might start off the exercise by questioning the first of the identified

Stakeholders. We may select a key employee and ask the questions relative to the 1st

quadrant in the below “Requirements to fulfil”.

This question would be asked of this Stakeholder until you are satisfied the

stakeholder has contributed as much as they are able. This questioning technique

should be repeated for each of the 4 quadrants and for each of the identified

Stakeholders.

It is important to phrase each question correctly so that there can be no

misunderstanding by those asking the question or by the stakeholder responding to

the question

As I indicated earlier it is a comprehensive exercise and not something to be taken

lightly. The exercise is asking for valuable time from the participants and it is

important that their inputs are taken seriously. These inputs will form a valuable part

in the overall evaluation of the stakeholder’s needs and the provision of an effective

and efficient solution.

John Hudson

john@kepner-fourie.com

The Stakeholder’s Quadrant Questions
• Requirements to Fulfill

• What are the main and 
secondary results to be satisfied?

• Problems/Symptoms to Remove
• What problems do you want to 

remove with this decision?
• Risks to Avoid

• What future problems/risks do 
you want to avoid implementing 
this decision?

• Resources & Restrictions
• What resources are you allowed 

to spend and what restrictions 
do you have to bear in mind?
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2. Collaboration – Is this really important? 

Chuck Kepner wrote a book called “Thinking Beyond the Ordinary” in 1985 and this

publication with the AMA (American Management Association) was not seen as a

success. The comments we got back from the marketplace is that business is not ready

for this kind of interaction in organizations. Today, we’ve found that the actual

organizational application of true collaboration is not much better. It is spoken about in

meetings and people are even encouraged to embark on such practices – but to no

avail.

At KEPNERandFOURIE® we are total believers in collaboration as a practice and in fact it

is one of only two critical success factors to ensure that a team would solve a problem

first time every time. Whether you believe it or not; the following are the positive

unintended consequences of collaboration:

q When you approach another subject matter expert (SME) you are signaling that you

want to enter partnership with them and align with what they know, because it is

important.

q You are telling the other person that their opinion and expertise is important to the

eventual success of the investigation.

q You are fostering mutual commitment to what should be achieved. It normally

comes as a surprise to the other SME’s that they are consulted on an important

aspect and when it comes to implementation, they are normally 100% on board.

q You are breaking down cross-silo walls piece by piece and you will find that next

time it is going to be much easier to reach out to the same person and their

colleagues.

This need not be a major problem when you have the tools and the ability to adopt the

following strategies to cross over the divide and reach out to the other SME with

important positive consequences.

In today’s integrated international world we

must contend with many teams working

across time zones. Virtual collaboration has

become a special challenge.

Many managers and technical experts find it

difficult to contact another person they do

not know from another function within the

organization.
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• Identify the correct person to speak to. Determine what you know and what you
do not know and decide who would be the best person to provide you with the
data you need. It is even more helpful to let them have the questions
beforehand and then just consult with them to foster complete understanding.

• Prepare your questions beforehand. Make them very specific and direct, in this
way you don’t waste anybody’s time. If you need more information on the
general background then let them know that beforehand.

• When you reach out to them you would have done your stakeholder analysis
and can communicate to them that you need their cooperation and inputs to
make your investigation successful. That way they will feel that they are
important in the situation and their inputs would be critical for success.

• Chuck’s book “Thinking Beyond the Ordinary” is even more relevant today than
before and the ideas shared in this book are priceless. You can still get this book
at Amazon and here is the link: https://tinyurl.com/vh5qwpm

Matthys Fourie

Mat-thys@kepner-fourie.com

BENEFITS OF COLLABORATION

• Trust with improved support
• Share and exchange ideas and solutions
• Success through improved teamwork
• Assist and inspire each other to better 

outcomes
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3. Team selection – Critical requirement for RCA success 
(Client Case) 

Recently, whilst facilitating a workshop on problems and on a second occasion a
decision, it struck me again how worthless these processes are in the absence of the
right people. The two experiences were such a contrast, that I needed to write about
them.

The Problem Session was a real eye opener

This session was engaged with great enthusiasm by the team assigned to it, however,
when halfway through this problem, the following was raised:

Debate followed justifying that if it was in the report, that as such was sufficient and in
order. It transpired that no one present was part of the reporting nor was any one
close to the problem when it occurred, nor was the report writer a firsthand witness.

This scenario cast a shadow of doubt in respect of all the information being used in the
problem-solving exercise. It was abandoned as It no longer had a purpose nor prospect
of success.

The Decision Session:

In stark contrast is the decision session, deciding where to fit a particular work activity
in a business process, implying that somebody needs to take responsibility and accept
the liability that the work activity will influence all other in the larger value chain.

Everybody in the session understood anyone who had a stake in the problem situation
was there and that the session had a great chance of being successful.

This session, whilst it did not include the functional decision makers, did include
representatives of all functions and in addition the participants had an appreciation for
(a) the actual work involved, (b) how the work flows, (c) how the activity affects all
functions and (d) how it affects corporate risk.

“The information we are using was
obtained through discussion and reading
emails and reports. None of us were at the
plant at the time, how do we know that
<the specific data items> are correct?”
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It was astounding, even when functional rivalry was clearly affecting the thinking
process of those participating, how the use of a structured and logical process, led to
real facts being visible and trivialities and speculation fell by the wayside. It was not an
easy session, yet it produced an excellent result.

Why the Contrast Between the 2 Sessions

The One Session had the Right People in It!

The Other Session did not!

Adriaan du Plessis
adriaan@kepner-fourie.com

Why are some companies more successful than
others?
We don’t think it is a mystery.
We think it is the quality of thinking in their
organization. They come up with innovative
solutions to their problems more often than
others.

“Chuck Kepner Quotes”
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4. Quality of Information – How to engineer critical inputs 
to achieve this? 

Fruitless debate often occurs when intending to solve industrial problems. Such time

waste is a function of (1) poor problem-solving process and (2) worthless data and

information. This short review will focus on the quality of problem-solving information.

When a problem occurs, we can in a reasonably short space of time determine an

initial problem statement, and this should drive our data collection for problem solving.

There is now hope of forming logical and usable knowledge in respect of the problem

when we start at a focused problem statement. The important point is that lots of data

is available when a problem occurs, however, only a small part of the problem data,

properly collated will provide information of sufficient quality to solve our problem.

How would you then go about ensuring quality information for problem solving?

Principle 1: Identify the correct sources of information. Determine “Who has the

information?”

q Find the people who were at the event, who observed the problem and who

experienced the effects of the problem (a purely interested party is unlikely to be a

good source of information)

q Identify all manual and automated data recording sources

Principle 2: Ensure that you have the “Correct Fault” and “Object” before proceeding

to classify an information source as relevant.

Principle 3: Focus on Subject Matter Expert (SME) information sources, those who can

point out the unique characteristics of the problem situation.

Principle 4: Ensure that you include reliable subject matter experts who can verify the

data being offered. This would assist the problem-solving team to understand the logic

of the information.

EIGHT PRINCIPLES TO ACQUIRE QUALITY DATA
1. Identify the correct information sources 
2. Address the correct fault/problem
3. Ensure you have access to an expert
4. Ensure that all data is verified as factual
5. Use a proven & structured PS process
6. Allow creativity when theorizing causes
7. Allow theories from appropriate experts
8. Logically, test causes before executing
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Principle 5: Use a structured proven and reliable problem-solving tool that will facilitate

optimal team collaboration and will eliminate non relevant data and information. The

methodology must provide tools and techniques that guide problem solvers and decision

makers.

q Answering each question in a structured approach will ensure that the information

describing what the problem “IS” and what it could be “BUT is NOT” will generate

quality information that facilitates problem solving.

q Using a factor-analysis approach to ensure the team covers the complete scenario

represented in the problem or solution situation.

Principle 6: Allow time and effort to search for creative and innovative solutions to solve

the problem quickly, accurately and permanently. Experienced people from the problem

environment have quality problem data and normally quality creative solution data in

their heads that does not exist anywhere else.

Principle 7: Using Subject Matter Expert (SME) inputs and experience develops viable

theories relevant to the problem-solving information in the problem specification. The

structured method presents a snapshot “picture” of the factual data represented in the

problem situation and the challenge is to allow the SMEs to explain what could have

caused such a situation.

Principle 8: You can only determine the cause of a problem to be substantiated by the

information available. Hopefully, this information is based on logical and verifiable data.

Adriaan du Plessis

adriaan@kepner-fourie.com

The “same old same” problem solving approach will 

produce the “same old same” answer!

This normally leads to “trial & error” fixes, which is 

prohibitively expensive!

“Matt Fourie – PS Quotes”
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5. “BUT NOT” information - is critical in finding Root 
Cause 

One of the key skills of successful troubleshooters is the method they use to
present questions. One of those really good questions is “What could the fault
have been, but it is not?” Unless you ask this question, you will deal with sub-
standard data and in many cases the data presented might even confuse you.

We suggest you look at a normal factor analysis approach, where you get factual
data about the following:

There are more factors to consider, but the few listed above will go a long way
towards finding an answer. What we suggest is something quite different! To
consider what the problem could have been, but for some unexplained reason we
are not currently experiencing that problem.

The following are examples related to our initial questions for generating what we
call the “BUT NOT” data.
WHAT could have been a similar problem, but it is not?
WHERE could the problem have been noticed, but we did not?
WHEN could the problem have started, but it did not?
WHO could have experienced this problem, but they did not?

You can see this last set of questions are very different types of questions. That is
exactly what we are trying to do to uncover some relevant data about the nature
of the problem. Asking the “BUT NOT” question forces the problem solver to
“ringfence” the problem situation, creating more clarity and better quality of data.

Let us demonstrate with a very simple example. Imagine we have a problem with a
turbine pinion that is cracking. One of the IS questions we would ask is “WHEN
does the crack appear for the first time?” The BUT NOT question we would ask is
“WHEN could the crack have appeared for the first time, but it did not?”

RUDIYARD KIPLING’S FACTOR ANALYSIS

Ø WHAT is the Problem?
Ø WHERE is this Problem?
Ø WHEN did the Problem start?
Ø WHO is experiencing the Problem?
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The troubleshooter now knows what to look for. Does the crack appear immediately
after installation and start-up or at a later stage? The troubleshooter found that the
crack appears immediately after start-up.

I think you now have some idea of what could have caused this type of fault. In the
real-life situation is was the motor drive that had been installed and the motor was
out of specification. The problem was that the new motor was too strong for the
design of the pinion.

Imagine having a set of these structured questions. We’ve seen teams going from
struggling with a situation for days, to systematically and deliberately analyzing a
problem. Following these pre-determined lines to determine a solution within a
fraction of the normal cycle times.

Mat-Thys Fourie
mat-thys@kepner-fourie.com

When you compare ”apples with apples” which
would represent the IS data and the BUT NOT
data in each of the factor analysis dimensions,
you will quickly and accurately notice the
“outlier” component.

That component is normally the data that does
not make sense and is your springboard to the
answer.
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6. Managing future risks – This is proactive problem 
solving!

I often hear, “We knew that this would happen at some point.” Worst of all, in
such a scenario people also state that they knew WHY such a future event would
occur! We all hope and believe that nothing will go wrong in respect of the things
we plan and do, and this belief in our own judgment drives us to trust in our own
actions, and rightly so.

The enormous caveat in our thinking is, however, that whilst we may have perfect
reason to believe that what we planned and completed is perfect. The effect of
third parties and external events are not controlled by us, the failure to recognize
external influences is our awkward weakness.

It is perfectly true that attempting to predict an entire set of future events is
nearly impossible. We can however, when focusing sharply on decisions and
planned actions more than reasonably estimate what external events may affect
us.
• Building a bridge can be delayed due to unforeseen material shortages.
• While travelling our journey may interrupted unexpectedly due to bad

weather.
• A key staff member may elect to accept a job offer due to head hunting.

Name it and these events will probably occur.

We do not want to be so proactive that we believe that all external events will
occur, we would become so paranoid that we will not take any actions at all. Only
potential future events with a high possibility of occurring and with accompanying
devastating effects warrant being attended to. The rest we will have to manage as
part of daily life as and when they occur.

The KEPNERandFOURIE® RiskWise thinking approach offers 3 tools to ensure that
you can with minimal effort ensure that you will not need to remind yourself in
future that “you should have known that ……………………………………. will happen!”

SOURCES OF RISKS

Ø Innocent 3rd Party actions
Ø External natural events
Ø In-house “blind spots” (ignorance)
Ø Deliberate actions by others
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The RiskWise tool allows for a comprehensive analysis of events that could go

wrong. RiskWise helps explain why this could occur and how the high probability

of future devastating events can be planned for.

Planning naturally must involve;

(1) An attempt, if such is feasible, to prevent the event from occurring

(2) Should occurrence be unavoidable, contingent actions that can be proactively

implemented to mitigate the negative effects of an occurrence.

The RiskWise Continuity Planning Tool is extremely useful in evaluating an existing

process, a set of future sequential actions or an extensive project. This RiskWise

tool assists you in evaluating the risk associated with key inputs and outputs, hence

allowing planning to ensure continuity of planned workflow. It is less onerous than

a ‘Failure Modes and Effects Analysis’ and is quick and easy to use.

RiskWise ‘Areas of Impact’ Assessment is an ideal tool for reviewing strategic plans

and broad scenarios we may venture into. The tool allows for the evaluation of

Risk in respect of a component and the benefits attached to the same. In this

manner we can determine if the risks we might expose ourselves to are worth it.

Adriaan du Plessis

adriaan@kepner-fourie.com

SUGGESTED RISK ANALYSIS TOOLS

Ø Standard Risk Analysis

Ø Process/Business Continuity 

Analysis

Ø “Areas of Impact” assessment
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7. Silo Management – BIG barrier to effective Problem 
Solving 

Recently during Facilitation, it struck me how incapable the group were in focusing
and gaining consensus on the problem they were facing. It was common
knowledge that they did not have much time to interact with one another and how
this created a narrow focus around the perceptions they had in respect of the topic
and the insufficient facts they individually had available. The vague ‘managerial
problem’ would, without good interaction never receive the appropriate focus it
deserved, because of unintended “silositus” created by legitimate organizational
practices, such as detailed below.

Our well-intended world of functional specialization has enormous benefits
however it often causes us;
• Not to interact as often as we should
• Aggravates the problem of lack of common focus.

This often ends in turf protection and other problems due to the lack of common
understanding and focus.

It is amazing to watch the change of expression when thinking from all sides
become visible in respect of the vague issue at hand. The number of “Aha”
moments are truly astonishing, but the question is why?

We live in a busy electronically biased world with lots of time pressure on
managers. It is just easier and more productive to fire off a few emails or action a
few points on a system workflow, than to try and convince a few “busy” colleagues
to give up 2 hours to discuss a common vague problem issue.

The KEPNERandFOURIE® ThinkingWise approach fills this gap. It does not solve the
problem of convincing people to come to the meeting, it will however make that
meeting a lot more effective and time efficient if properly facilitated. This in turn
will motivate or at least help the Subject Matter Experts to attend the next meeting
for the common good of the organization.

SILO MANAGEMENT

Ø Functional specialization
Ø Lines of communication
Ø Hierarchical company structure
Ø Professional turf protection
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‘ThinkingWise’ is a powerful tool designed to create order in a discussion that
would ordinarily be drifting in every direction, dependent upon who is driving
the discussion

ThinkingWise provides a starting point and sets out to incorporate all the
present diverse opinions. In this process all the diverged information is made
available for all participants to evaluate and see the data in relation to all the
other data for the first time. The mere fact that the opinions, data and facts are
made visible, starts to focus everyone’s attention. When the ThinkingWise
process starts to converge the information, it is amazing to notice how quickly a
common understanding of the problem situation is created. This helps everyone
to agree on a common convergence and subsequent consensus on next steps to
resolve the situation.

The biggest benefits are;
• Available information brings the group closer together and reduces conflict
• The process is time efficient with convergence occurring quickly and

accurately.

Adriaan du Plessis
adriaan@kepner-fourie.com

CREATING CONVERGENCE
Ø Find commonalities in the data
Ø Team members learning a fact for the 

first time
Ø Create a new level of understanding
Ø Align on a common view due to new 

information
Ø Constructive discussions & insights
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8. Problem Statement – the gateway to quick and 
efficient problem solving 

When a serious problem occurs, Operations suffer, and teams are hard pressed to
find a cause in order to fix the problem. Starting the analysis of a problem at the
wrong departure point often has negative consequences. The reasons for starting
a problem at the wrong level or the incorrect entry point could be anything that
takes your focus away from the situation at hand.

Things such as;
• Unclear and fuzzy issue
• Multiple problems with increased complexities
• Facing a barrage of data including irrelevant data
• Started too quickly and trying to solve the most urgent but wrong problem
• Do not understand what is involved in the problem situation

The negative consequences translates to additional cost and reduced available
production, and this causes general angst. The pitfall of confusing, costly and
angst driven problem-solving efforts, can be avoided, provided we solve the
correct problem and find the cause that accurately explains the problem situation.

Wisdom therefore prescribes that we should solve the exact problem that is the
true cause of an incident. Surgically precise “focus” will ensure that problem
solving departs from the correct starting point. The incident statement delineates
the starting point for problem analysis; get it right and problem solving is more
constructive; get it wrong and the team suffers the consequences.

An incident statement, i.e. the incident or problem statement that is used for
problem analysis, should be clearly differentiated from a general problem
description that comprises multiple information pieces about a problem. The
latter is mostly used to provide information to stakeholders with a general
background, whereas the former is cold hard data enabling technical problem
analysis.

WRONG PROBLEM ENTRY POINTS
Ø Complex problem situation
Ø Multiple problems with more than one 

starting point
Ø Irrelevant data confronting the team
Ø Team does not understand the problem 

situation
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Technical problem analysis tries to answer the question - What is wrong with
what?
o “What” clearly implies an “object”, tangible or intangible. It does make a

difference to know whether a crack is on the pinion or on the gear.
o “What is wrong” describes a performance fault or defect associated with the

object. Here we push specificity, because there is a difference between a
hair-line crack and a torque crack.

Starting with the “object” when doing problem analysis is critical. We must
define the “object”, or we will not know what we are working with. Without a
defined object, at best, we are entertaining the possibility that each person in
the team might be thinking of a different starting point.

When we add a “fault” to the object, it describes the performance deviation
associated with the object, enabling the analyst to conclude that a problem,
does exist. That it is not imaginary nor based on opinion or speculation. Fault
description justifies the need to solve a problem, or to decide that problem
analysis is not required.

Whether we need to solve a single problem, multiple unrelated problems, or
multiple interlinked problems, critically every single analysis of a problem needs
to start with a statement, focusing the analysis on the appropriate object and
the performance debilitating fault. Always ask:

What is the object?
AND
What is the fault or defect associated with the object?

to focus your problem solving.

Adriaan du Plessis
adriaan@kepner-fourie.com
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